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Back to our Roots…

The 2003 Annual General Meeting &
Conference
By Kenneth J Goward FRAS
Photographs by Stuart Williams FRAS

Saturday 22nd February was a very special day for the SHA. It
was the day we returned to our roots – to our ‘soul home’ – to
the 327 years epicentre of UK Astronomical endeavour –
Greenwich. And where more uniquely appropriate for our first
AGM and Conference?1 By any standard it was something of
a coup to have the use of such a prestigious venue and it certainly helped having Emily Winterburn as our Chair – she just
happens to be the Curator of Astronomy at the ROG!
Thus it was after what seemed like weeks of email exchanges,
letter writing & correspondence and feverish background organising between Emily, Stuart Williams and I that the big day
finally dawned and we (46 of us actually) gathered at 10am by
the gates of the Royal Observatory on a cold, crisp and beautifully sunny February morning. A well-timed drifting bank of
fog was a real bonus as it obscured those ghastly tower blocks
over on Canary Wharf! A busy
schedule dictated a prompt start and
our party split into two groups after
a group photograph was taken. Both
groups were treated to the privilege
of a trip into the basement store with
Emily to see some of the artefacts
not normally on display in the public
galleries (oh to own just one of those
wonderful astrolabes!) and a demonstration of the Airy Transit Circle by
SHA member Gilbert Satterthwaite
Gilbert Sattherthwaite
FRAS. Gilbert was the last Green-
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wich observer to make an official observation on the telescope
in 1954 and his knowledge of Airy’s Greenwich instruments is
little short of encyclopaedic.
The groups reunited for a stroll down the hill to the National
Maritime Museum, where we had exclusive use of the splendid Lecture Theatre and its facilities. Tea was served in the
foyer as delegates registered for the Conference and collected
their delegate’s packs. Amongst the general hubbub and cheerful banter our Hon President, Dr Allan Chapman, was noted
making his customary beeline for a welcome cuppa.2 There
was also a last opportunity for newer members to sign the
Founder Member’s book, which had been available since our
Founding Meeting at Wadham College and has subsequently
been deposited in the society archive at Cambridge. Replete
with greeting messages from Allan and our two VicePresidents, Sir Patrick Moore and Dr Michael Hoskin; no
doubt many years from now some yet to be born SHA member
will submit a paper based upon research into the signatories
within its pages… 3
Shortly after noon the Annual General Meeting was formally
opened, following the presentation of a hand-made wooden
gavel to our Chair. It is not the intention of this report to present a detailed account of the proceedings; those details will be
contained within the AGM minutes to be published in due
course. However, the main points covered included:
• Secretary’s report - The amazing progress of the SHA
during the Foundation Period was set out in detail. The
SHA Council had been re elected en bloc by postal voting
and two Constitutional amendments had also been passed,
viz: Tenure of Office for Council members and the substitution of the membership description ‘Institutional’ instead of ‘Corporate’.
• Treasurer’s report – At the close of the Foundation period
and after payment of the necessary set-up costs the society
had a £1,200 cash reserve in the bank, achieving a principal financial goal set at out Foundation meeting. Subscriptions for 2003 will remain unaltered and any proposed increase for 2004 will be subject to a postal ballot
towards the end of this year. The Treasurer recommended
that the practice of charging a small fee to members wishing to attend meetings should continue as it helps to keep
the subscription fee at a relatively low level and is equitable, insofar as members unable to attend such meetings by
virtue of distance etc do not subsidise those who are able
to attend. By the close of the Foundation period, the society had 102 members, plus one institutional member –
Armagh Observatory.
• The society journal, which has the working title
‘Antiquarian Astronomer’, was launched and the editorial
team was announced. This will be an annual publication
(Continued on page 2)

Allan also presented our newest member (at that time)
Philip Barnard with his membership pack before the AGM
was formally closed shortly
after 1pm and delegates dispersed for lunch.

(Continued from page 1)
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and the first issue will appear in December. Further information appears elsewhere in this newsletter.
Also launched was our Survey of the Astronomical Geography of the UK and to demonstrate the efficacy of what
will surely become one of our principal assets, a sample
web page featuring the County of Suffolk was displayed
via overhead projection. Again, further detail of this facility appears elsewhere in this publication.
Results from the membership survey were announced and
a detailed analysis has been put before Council for consideration when formulating policy. The overwhelming impression gained from the analysis of replies is that members are satisfied with progress thus far and some useful
suggestions for improvements have been received.
The society Librarian and Archivists reported steady progress in developing their areas of responsibility. The Library in particular has received numerous donations from
members, including Sir Patrick Moore, and the book loan
service is fully up and running, albeit little used as yet. At
the close of her report
our Librarian, Madeline Cox, was presented with a signed
copy of ‘Dividing the
Circle’ by Dr Allan
Chapman – another
generous donation to a
rapidly expanding collection.
Allan also
kindly promised to
have a copy of his seminal work ‘The Victorian Amateur
Astronomer’ placed in the collection in due course.
In the unavoidable absence of our
Newsletter editor /
Web site manager, the Secretary read out a report of further excellent progress, the bi-annual first newsletter had
been very well received and the society also now has its
own URL with email addresses facilities for all Council
and Officers. New fields and facilities within the web
pages are currently under development - see www.shastro.
org.uk
Forthcoming events were briefly discussed:
NAM 2003 at Dublin Castle, our society will be organising a History of Astronomy session, which will be chaired
by Emily Winterburn.
The first Annual SHA picnic on 5th July at Oxford.
The Manchester Astronomical Society Centennial Conference on 30th August, at which our society has been invited
to put on a History of Astronomy session and at which our
Hon President will be giving the main address.

To close the AGM a donation of £100 was made to
assist in the cataloguing of
the Airy book collection4 on
behalf of the society by our
Hon President to Emily Winterburn, in her role as ROG
Curator of Astronomy.
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Conference re-convened at 2.30pm when SHA members presented three short papers:
‘Secrets of the 1814 Palermo Star Catalogue’
Mark Hurn FRAS (Society Archivist).
Mark has been researching the origins of the names of the of the principal two stars of the constellation
Delphinus where alpha is called
‘Sualocin’ and beta ‘Rotanev’ and
has uncovered an intriguing puzzle
in the 1814 Palermo Star Catalogue
of Giuseppe Piazzi, founder of the
Palermo Observatory in Sicily –
from where the first Asteroid, Ceres
had been discovered in 1801. Piazzi
had become blind by 1807 and his
assistant, Niccolo Cacciatore, handled the publication of the catalogue and an intriguing explanation for the unusual names for
the those stars comes from the Rev T W Webb in his celebrated ‘Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes (1859).
Webb traces this origin of those star names to the catalogue,
explaining that Niccolo Cacciatore in Latin is Nicolaus Venator and that this name reversed gives ‘Sualocin’ and ‘Rotanev’.
‘Cacciatore’ meaning hunter in Italian. How Webb arrived at
this explanation 45 years after the publication of the catalogue
is a mystery. Admiral Smyth, too, investigated the riddle and
failed to solve it.
Mark, who as Librarian at the Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge, has access to a copy of the catalogue decided to take a
fresh look and investigate whether there were more mysterious
star names contained within. He went through the whole catalogue and found 153 named stars. Most of these names were
common star names, arousing no interest. However, there
were 8 names which were not familiar to him and which he
examined further. He reversed them to see if any recognisable
words emerged and tried to positively identify the star in more
modern catalogues
Possible Suspects:

Reversed:

Identified:

BEID (4.5)
SCEPTRUM (4)
ASMIDISKE (4)
SERTAN (5)
ZAVIJAVA (3.4)
ICLARKRAU (3)
CELBALRAI (3)
SHAM (4)

DIEB
MURTPECS
EKSIDIMSA
NATRES
AVAJIVAZ
UARKRALCI
IARLABLEC
MAHS

ο1 Eri (HR 1298)
53 Eri (HR 1481)
(HR 3045 or 3699)
α Cnc (HR 3572)
β Vir (HR 4540)
δ Sco (HR 5953)
β Oph (HR 6603)
α Sge (HR 7479)
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On further research he found SERTAN and CELBALRAI in
the 1801 star atlas by Bode5 as EZ-ZABAN and CHELB ERRAI. They are given Arabic origins by Kunitzsch and were
ruled out of his investigation. Furthermore, Kunitzsch6 and
Allen7 give reasonable Arabic origins for BEID and SHAM.
That cut things down to just four star names:
SCEPTRUM, ASMIDISKE,
ZAVIJAVA,
and
ICLARKRAU.
Of these, it is interesting to note, that Allen gives ZAVIJAVA
as first occurring in the Palermo catalogue, although, he does
give a possible Arabic origin for it and also for ICLARKRAU.
Neither Kunitzsch nor Allen gives any mention to SCEPTRUM and ASMIDISKE. Mark conceded that these star
names are genuine (but obscure) in which case it should be
possible to find them in earlier star catalogues, but his main
conclusion was that the 1814 Palermo star catalogue may still
contain some secrets. At least two stars from the catalogue
remain unexplained. We also do not know how Webb deciphered the stars in Delphinus.8

ber of an expedition to the eclipse, with the brief to sketch and
paint the event, capturing the true colours of the corona and
sky from an artist’s eye. Both watercolours were painted from
detailed notes and sketches Naftel made from a rooftop in
Jerez, alongside C A Young, who was making the first observations of the chromospheric flash spectrum. David’s presentation was beautifully choreographed with a PowerPoint display.

Mark would be pleased to hear from any member who can further assist his research?

Following tea, Dr John Birks presented the main Conference
lecture.

‘J Norman Lockyer – the early years’
Mike Frost.

‘John Flamsteed, Astronomical Observator’.
Dr John Birks
Supported by some excellent slides of Flamsteed’s
birthplace, Astronomical
instruments and archived
documents, John gave a
fascinating picture of the
life and times of the first
Astronomer Royal. At the
conclusion of his lecture
and after extended applause, John presented the
society library a signed
copy of his 1999 published book, ‘John Flamsteed, the first Astronomer Royal at Greenwich’.

Mike lives in Rugby and it was
some while before he discovered
the town was also the birthplace
of Sir Joseph Norman Lockyer
(1836 – 1920), in fact he’d
walked past a plaque to commemorate the event on the wall
of a shop in the town centre approximately 900 times before
realising so! Lockyer’s contribution to the science of astronomy, particularly his solar work,
is well documented. Mike, however, resolved to research Lockyer’s local links and has been
collaborating his research with the Rugby Historical Association. He energetically9 outlined the encouraging results of that
combined research thus far and also how he intends to build
upon those results – a number of avenues remain to be explored. Mike closed his paper by mentioning the wreck of the
ship Lockyer had chartered to view the 1860 total solar
eclipse – a natural lead into the next paper…
‘Paul Naftel and the 1870 total eclipse of the sun’
David Le Conte FRAS
David, a Guernseyman, recently
came into possession of a watercolour painting of the totality period of
the 1870 eclipse in Spain by another
Guernseyman, Paul Naftel. A similar watercolour from the same
eclipse (by Naftel) is in the possession of the Royal Astronomical Society. Naftel – an artist and not an
astronomer – was an official mem-
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At the close of the short paper session all three speakers were
applauded and Emily Winterburn drew the attention of delegates to poster displays provided by Dr Nick Kollerstrom
FRAS, on the cataloguing of the Neptune discovery papers.
Derek Jones on the unpublished Markree charts. Dr Michael
Leggett on his Survey of UK Astronomical Societies. Before
adjourning for afternoon tea, our Hon President drew a raffle
and three lucky winners each took home a book generously
donated by the publishers Springer Verlag. The raffle raised a
useful £66 for society funds.

Following expressions of appreciation to all the speakers and
to the staff of the National Maritime Museum, our Chair formally closed conference at 5PM. It was a happy and upbeat
crowd outside the main doors of the National Maritime Museum who variously made their reflections upon another momentous day for the SHA before saying a reluctant farewell.
The day hadn’t yet finished for 25 of our number, who strolled
towards the river to the historic Trafalgar Tavern to enjoy a
splendid repast. Nestling directly onto the waterfront with superb views along the river, the Trafalgar Tavern was a favourite haunt of Gladstone, where he would often entertain guests
over Whitebait suppers. Charles Dickens frequented the establishment and featured the Tavern in ‘Our Mutual Friend’.
Time seemed to melt away as we chatted over excellent food
and many a new friendship was struck that evening. Before
saying our goodbyes, Gilbert Satterthwaite FRAS offered
some kind words of appreciation to Council members who had
organised the day so well and expressed his confidence on the
basis of the day’s events that the society will continue to flourish.
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The undoubted success of the event was largely due to the
background work of Council members, coupled with the wonderful hospitality of the Royal Observatory and National Maritime Museum staff, who bent over backwards to ensure a fantastic day. The society is deeply grateful to all concerned.
Notwithstanding we are a society supposedly dwelling in the
past, we also have an eye to the future and plans are already
well advanced for our next AGM & Conference. Building
upon our success, we are planning a bigger and better event10
for next year over a full weekend at the Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge. Make a note in your diaries for Saturday
21st and Sunday 22nd February 2004. Further details will be
announced in due course…
——————–
1
There are of course valid arguments that the roots of UK astronomy were planted elsewhere around the country. The
good people of the North West will tell you that UK astronomical endeavour began with Messrs Horrocks, Crabtree and
Gascoigne in the first half of the 17th century. Our friends in
the North East will doubtless argue the case for the Venerable
Bede in the 7th/8th century. Let’s not even start on Stonehenge… Time to shut the lid on this particular can of worms a broadly neutral East Anglian writes this article!!
2
We really ought to consider having an intravenous tea supply
on hand for Allan at all future meetings!
3
One hardly needs to point out that we, too, create history by
our activities and that is why an optional box for members to
record their dates of birth is included within the SHA membership application form – just in case you thought we wanted it
for a credit worthiness check or whatever!!
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The ROG has a collection of around 3,000 books, known as
the Airy Library. The books were collected by the 7th Astronomer Royal to inspire and educate his staff and cover subjects such as Science, Navigation and Astronomy. Many are
19th century works, but there are also works by Newton, Bacon
and Copernicus. The Airy book project primarily aims to catalogue the collection for use on the ROG online catalogue and
for library visitors. The secondary aim is to provide conservation for the books, some of which are fragile and to keep them
in good condition – some will endure frequent handling.
5
Bode, J.F. Description et connoissance generale des constellations, Berlin 1801.
6
Kunitzsch, P. Short guide to modern star names and their
derivations / by Paul Kunitzsch and Tim Smart. Wiesbaden :
Otto Harrassowitz, 1986
7
Allen, R.H. Star names : their lore and meaning / by Richard
Hinckley Allen. New York : Dover, 1963 (First published
1899)
8
I am grateful to Mark Hurn for kindly supplying a copy of his
paper, which has been used to compile this abstract.
9
Remarkably energetic, bearing in mind that Mike was
bravely struggling with symptoms of a heavy cold at the time!
10
And that is a MAJOR goal to strive for in light of the success of the 2003 meeting!
—————————————————————————

Next Event
SHA First Annual Picnic
Is scheduled for 5th July at Wadham College Oxford. Details for this
are being finalised and further information will be provided by email,
post and the SHA web site.
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History of Astronomy in Dublin
As some of you may know already, this year was the very first
year that the National Astronomy Meeting (NAM) held a session on the History of Astronomy. The papers eventually presented on the day, after a couple of changes to the line up,
were of exceptional quality and neatly linked together in their
various takes on astronomy in the 19th century and in Ireland.
Peter Hingley, librarian of the RAS, began the session with a
brief history of attempts to study the Transit of Venus – a phenomenon due to take place again in 2004 – and how the RAS
archives related to this story. He concluded with a suggestion
we in the Society might take particular note of, that the up and
coming transit of Venus in 2004 could be used not only to tell
the bizarre and wonderful stories about past expeditions, but as
a gateway to other stories in the history of astronomy.
Martin Lunn MBE, curator of astronomy at the Yorkshire Museum, followed with a tale of a curious pair of late 18th century
astronomers from York, John Goodricke and Edward Pigott.
Almost forgotten today, Goodricke was born deaf and was as a
result unpopular with his aristocratic family. Pigott known
today perhaps only because of the comet he discovered that
bears his name, was what was colloquially known at the time,
as a dandy. He was the son of a con man, and had spent a
good deal of his early life travelling around Europe. Their
partnership began around 1781, the year William Herschel discovery the planet Uranus, when they started to observe variable stars. What made them stand out however, from other
amateurs at the time, was that they not only observed these
variable stars, but also attempted to interpret what they saw
and did so with a fair degree of success. Goodricke died aged
only 21, and so their partnership ended, leaving Pigott to travel
around Europe. Martin concluded his talk with a call to reinstate this colourful duo into the history of astronomy and of
York.
Pedro Ruiz Castell, a student at the University of Oxford, in
his paper about the Irish astronomer and populariser of astronomy, Robert Ball told a much broader story of how the types
of people doing astronomy changed over the 19th century.
Robert Ball was a professional astronomer, first in Ireland
(where he was Astronomer Royal for Ireland at Dunsink Observatory), and then at Cambridge. Towards the end of the
19th century he began giving popular lectures in astronomy to
the general public, but, as Pedro argued in this paper, his lectures to the public and those to other professional astronomers
were very different and thereby helped to define a difference
between consumers and producers of astronomy. His lectures
to the public were theatrical, full of anecdotes and demonstrations, while his professional lectures focused instead on copious amounts of data and clear evidence. One was entertainment while the other was academic astronomy. Whereas earlier in the century, professional and amateur astronomers were
on even footing, the distinctions Ball made between his two
audiences in the late 19th century show a clear divide between
the two.
Nick Kollerstrom, an independent researcher and SHA council
member, followed with a remarkable paper given under a very
unremarkable title. Presenting his work as simply ‘archiving
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the British Neptune correspondence (1837-1848)’ Nick began
with the curious story of where these papers had been prior to
their recovery in Brazil in 1999 when he started to study them.
He then went on to tell the story that they told, namely of the
cover up, engineered by such great names in 19th century astronomy, as the Astronomer Royal, George Biddell Airy, the
Cambridge Professor James Challis, and the Gentleman amateur, John Herschel, of turning the discovery of Neptune into a
British triumph. In fact, as Nick pointed out, it was Dennis
Rawlins, in 1993 that first came up with the theory, but Nick’s
research confirms his findings. According to Rawlins, these
British astronomers manufactured their own hero in the shape
of John Couch Adams following the Berlin Observatory’s discovery of Neptune, based on the French mathematician Leverrier’s very accurate predictions. In doing so Airy and Challis
had agreed to take the blame for failing to respond to Adams’
mathematical predictions of the planet, thereby allowing the
French to beat them to it but at the same time saving the reputation of British astronomy and mathematics as being technically able to compete with the French. Nick’s findings do confirm this version of events, the manuscripts alleged to be Adams’ predictions show for example they were not on a par with
Leverrier’s. Similarly his diary shows just how close Adams
and Challis were, suggesting it would have been unlikely that
Adams would have approached Airy first instead of Challis as
the official story has it.
Ian Elliot, a retired solar physicist from Dunsink Observatory
brought the session back to its Irish theme with an introduction
to 19th century Irish astronomer, William E. Wilson. Wilson,
like Ball worked in the second half of the 19th century. He was
from a wealthy family whose money originated in selling food
to the army. His father and uncles had all been educated at
Trinity College, Dublin, but ill health prevented William following them. Instead he was educated at home, and aged 19
got the opportunity to join an expedition to Africa, organised
by William Huggins, to observe a solar eclipse. This inspired
a life long interest in astronomy, and once home, he set about
building an Observatory (which he equipped using apparatus
supplied by Dublin based instrument makers, Grubb) and a
laboratory onto the side of the family home. Working with
astronomers from Trinity College and Dunsink Observatory,
William was able to make several important achievements in
the history of solar physics. He was the first to accurately establish the temperature of the Earth’s visible surface; he was
the first to produce a series of photo-electric measurements of
the brightness of stars; he was the first to use cinematography
in solar physics, producing 400 pictures of sunspots in 4 hours.
This was a technology developed, as Peter Hingley pointed out
in the very first paper of the session, for transit of Venus expeditions. William was also one of the first to suggest that radioactivity might be involved in heating the Sun. He died in
1908, in 1925 his Grubb 24 inch reflector telescope was transferred to University College London for use by the students
there, and in the 1970s it was moved to Merseyside where
ownership has since been transferred fully to the Merseyside
Liverpool Museum.
Paul Mohr, a retired geologist from NUI in Galway and the
author of a biography of John Birmingham ended the session
with a glimpse into the astronomical life of that Irish polymath. John Birmingham was an only child and died a bache-
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lor, his house was left to ruin and all that remains of his possessions is his telescope. In his lifetime however he was well
known and well respected, Robert Ball made reference to Birmingham’s Observatory in one of his books and John, like
William E Wilson had numerous contacts at Dunsink Observatory. John Birmingham was not only an astronomer, but a geologist, a linguist and poet as well. In 1866 he discovered the
red variable star, T Corona Borealis. He wrote to various people announcing his discovery to which he received a range of
responses. The Times newspaper threw away his letter without
replying. William Huggins however, who as we saw in the
last paper, had introduced the young William E. Wilson to astronomy, was very interested. He wrote back to tell him he
had found his star and observed it using his spectroscope and
was sending him his results. John’s letter to Huggins and the
reply were both subsequently published in the Tuam Herald.
Besides his discovery of a star, John also produced a catalogue
of ‘red stars’, which included not only positions but also spectral information for each star, and it was for this work that he
was awarded a medal from the Royal Society of Ireland.

tions (the last one in 1902) ; “The System of the Stars” (1890),
and “Problems in Astrophysics” (1903). She contributed
many excellent articles to the Edinburgh Review and the Encyclopedia Britannica, which are said to be models of their
kind.

These oral papers were complimented in the poster session
where the History of Astronomy was represented by Peter
Hingley, who showed the material available in the RAS archives relating to Irish Observatories and Irish Astronomy; by
Eric Graff who presented his findings on very early Irish astronomy, specifically on planetary theories found in Irish
manuscripts from the 9th century; and by Professor Evert
Meurs who presented his findings on the recognition of extragalactic systems around 1925.

The author, Mary Bruck, is herself a distinguished astronomer, and has researched the Clerke family background in considerable depth. There is much interesting and valuable information about Agnes’ contemporaries, her friendship with the
Huggins being particularly well chronicled. Bruck writes in a
very readable and fluent style, clearly explaining difficult astronomical concepts for the general reader, much as Agnes
herself tried to do. This is a useful bibliography and an appendix giving short extracts from several of her publications,
showing the breadth and depth of her knowledge. Highly recommended.

The session was a huge success and well received. I look forward to the society getting involved in many similar events.
Finally, look out for full versions of some of these papers and
more in the first issue of the Antiquarian Astronomer, the new
journal of the Society for the History of Astronomy.

Agnes Mary Clerke was born in the Irish town of Skibbereen
in 1842, later living in Dublin and London, where she died in
1907. She also visited South Africa, where she undertook a
short period of practical work with David Gill. She came from
an enlightened and educated family, her sister Ellen also attaining fame as a writer. Agnes’ knowledge of cutting edge
astronomy combined with her skill as a writer earned her the
respect of her contemporaries. She was able to read, digest
and condense a vast amount of material .The index to the
fourth edition of her “History”, for example, contains no fewer
than 500 names! As such her work is an invaluable source for
the historian of astronomy, and I can highly recommend a
reading of her “History”, a copy of which is in the Society Library.

Madeline Cox
SHA Librarian
—————————————————————————

Emily Winterburn
Curator of Astronomy at the Royal Greenwich Observatory
And chair of the Society and this session at NAM.

SHA ON THE
ROAD

—————————————————————————

BOOK REVIEW
BRUCK, Mary. Agnes Mary Clerke and the rise of astrophysics. Cambridge University Press, 2002. ISBN 0521808448.
Agnes Mary Clerke was one of the prime chroniclers of astronomical history in the latter half of the nineteenth century.
Though not an astronomer herself, she was extremely welleducated and widely read on all matters astronomical. Being a
gifted linguist, she was also able to read much source material
in the original, adding greatly to the authority of her writing.
She corresponded with, and befriended, many of the most famous astronomers of her day – Margaret and William Huggins, George Ellery Hale, David Gill, Norman Lockyer, and
Edward Holden – who supplied her with up-to-date research in
their field. They supported and helped disseminate her writing,
she in return making their work known to a wider audience.
Her best known works are “A Popular History of Astronomy
during the Nineteenth Century”, which went through four edi-
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A purpose made Exhibition Display is being constructed for
the society and members can visit our stand at the following
venues:
Sat 28th June

British Astronomical Association Exhibition Meeting, Cavendish
Laboratory,
Madingley Road, Cambridge.

Sat 30th August

Manchester Astronomical Society Centenary Meeting, Sachas Hotel, Manchester.

Sat 20th September FAS Convention, Institute of Astronomy,
Madingley Road, Cambridge.
Sat 4th October
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hosted by the Orwell Astronomical (1pm
to 6pm)
Society. St Mary Magdalene Church Hall, Highfield Road, Ipswich, Suffolk.
Please stop and have a good old chinwag with fellow SHA
members if you visit any of the above events…

UNDERWHELMED
AND A
LITTLE
DISAPPOINTED…
Well, that’s how our Treasurer felt on New Years Eve, the
closing date for the SHA logo design competition announced
in issue 1 of this newsletter. A grand and resounding Zero being the number of entries received!!
Undeterred we will keep this matter open and see if Dickens’
Mr Micawber is eventually proved right and something finally
does turn up! Still on offer to an eventual winner is a copy of
Sir Robert Ball’s enchanting book ‘The Story of the Heavens’.
OK - we’ll make it easier this time around – if you can’t draw
or do not fancy your artistic abilities in any way – Why not
suggest a possible logo and we’ll find someone more artistically gifted to put your ideas onto paper??
As before, there are certain parameters for entries:
•
•
•
•

•

Your entry should be unique to the society and certainly NOT in breach of any copyright.
The logo should reflect the broad aims of the SHA.
It should be simple and memorable – without being
rude please!
Entry is open to all SHA members, but if a member
of Council enters the competition, that member will
automatically be disqualified from the adjudication
process.
Council reserves the right not to adopt any of the entries, including the winning entry, as the official logo.
If the winning logo is formally adopted, however, that
logo shall become the copyright of the society and not
of the designer.

Send your entries to the Treasurer
(Address details on back page)
GO ON – HAVE A GO!!

FROM SAMARKAND TO OXBRIDGE
A book held at the Institute of Astronomy in Cambridge, links
us with two quite extraordinary men.
The book is in Latin and Arabic. Its title (in English) is:
“Tables of positions of the fixed stars, from the observations
of Ulugh Beg, with commentary by Thomas Hyde.
It was published in Oxford in 1665. It’s a small book
(21x17cm) of about 230 pages. It has a modern binding and
the title pages are missing.
There are no bookplates or owners names, I cannot find out
how it came to be in the possession of the Cambridge Observatory. It has been written in with notes in small handwriting
in particular this person has translated years from the Islamic
to the western calendar.
Ulugh Beg (1393-1449), would have a place in history as a
Mongol Emperor alone, but he was by inclination a mathematician and astronomer rather than a statesman.
His real name was Muhammad Taragay, Ulugh Beg was a title
he used meaning ‘Great Prince’.
The heyday of the Mongol Empire was in the 13th cent under
Genghis Khan. Genghis Khan (1162-1227) united the fierce
nomadic horsemen of Mongolia and conquered a vast Empire.
They lived on horseback, fighting by archery and spears, their
tactics were unsophisticated but extremely violent.
After the death of Genghis Khan, his empire became divided
as rival princes fought each other and carved out their own
Kingdoms.
The next ‘Great’ Khan was Timur or Tamerlane (1336-1405),
who united the tribes and built up a great Empire across central Asia. Tamerlane was Ulugh Begs grandfather. But once
again the Empire broke up on the death of its leader. Ulugh
Beg ruled over the city of Samarkand and the area covered by
Uzbekistan and parts of Afghanistan today.
Ulugh Beg built a Medresse (or college) in Samarkand around
1420, this became a great place of learning. He also built an
observatory with a massive 40m sextant built into a hillside.
In 1908, Russian archaeologists discovered the remains of this
sextant.
The observatory was used to study the exact locations of stars
and Ulugh Beg produced the first accurate star catalogue since
that of Ptolemy (13 hundred years before). The catalogue was
so good that its information quickly became available in
manuscripts in Europe. However, by 1665 (the date of our
book) the catalogue had been superseded in accuracy by the
work of people like Tycho Brahe (1546-1601).
Our book was not the first to carry Ulugh Begs catalogue in
Europe, there had been some previous editions by John
Greaves (1602-1652) of Oxford from 1648 to 1652 and also by
John Bainbridge (1582-1643) in 1648.
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Sadly, Ulugh Beg was not as good a politician as he was an
astronomer. He was assassinated in 1449. The killer was
probably in the pay of Ulugh Begs son who succeeded him.
His body (excavated from his tomb in 1941) showed signs of a
massive axe or sword cut to the neck.

The “BEESTON LIGHTHOUSE” and
EDWARD J. LOWE

The author of our book, Thomas Hyde was also an interesting
man. He was born in 1636 in Shropshire, his father was a
vicar who taught him ancient languages. At sixteen he went to
Kings College, Cambridge, where he continued to study languages.
Then in 1658 he moved to Queens College, Oxford where in
1665 he became Bodley’s Librarian. He remained Librarian
for the next 36 years! During that time he catalogued many of
the books in the library.
He also wrote many books on diverse subjects, such as the history of chess, the bible and on oriental languages. He is said
to have coined the word ‘cuneiform’ for the writings of the
ancient Mesopotamians.
He died in 1703, two years after giving up the in his own
words the ‘drudgery’ of being Librarian.
Sources
Tabulae longitudinem ac latitudinem stellarum fixarum / ex
observatione Ulugh Beighi / donavit et commentariis illustravit Thomas Hyde, Oxford, 1665.
Dictionary of Scientific Biography, New York, Charles Scribner, 1981.
Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford, OUP, 1975.
The MacTutor History of Mathematics Archive (wwwgroups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/).
Mark Hurn

The "Beeston Lighthouse” (pictured here) was one of three
observatories owned by the Nottingham astronomer Edward J
Lowe, FRAS (1825-1900). It was lampooned in a local magazine as “Pepper Box Hall”, being similar to lock-up houses of
correction which were of octagonal or hexagonal design. From
this building, Lowe made many astronomical and meteorological observations. A fuller article will appear in a future issue of
our journal.
Madeline Cox

MYSTERY PICTURE
This picture, which from the clothing worn by
the workmen, appears to date around the turn
of the 19th/20th century was found amongst
the personal effects of Rev Harold Buckton
(1864 to circa 1947). Amongst many other
interests, Buckton was an amateur astronomer
and for many years was the 'Hon Astronomer'
at the Athenaeum club observatory, Bury St
Edmunds.
The picture shows some sort of sphere being
mounted in place and, from other papers of
Buckton, I feel it may be a type of Armillary?
Any suggestions as to its identity/use/location
would be gratefully received.
Ken Goward
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MNRAS - A Full Set for the SHA?

LIBRARY NEWS APRIL 2003
At last, our library postal loans have taken off and members
are starting to borrow some of the excellent books in our
growing collection. The items listed below have been added so
far this year – further details are available on the enclosed
catalogue. Thanks to everyone again for their donations and
recommendations.
AUTHOR

TITLE

DONOR

Bennett, JA Whipple Museum Cata- Roger Jones
logue 3: Astronomy &
Navigation
Bianchini, F Observations concerning Trans. by SHA
t h e p l a n e t V e n u s , members
Sally
Springer-Verlag
Beaumont & Peter
Fay
The above picture shows the set of ‘Monthly Notices of Royal
Astronomical Society’ belonging to the SHA. The set is from
Volume 1 (No. 10 of 1828) to Volume 284 (of 1997) and
therefore spans 159 years of astronomy!
The set was acquired due to the generosity of Julian Ravest
who supplied the earlier volumes (1-149) and Sir Martin Rees
who supplied more recent volumes (136-284).
In December last year, SHA Members Kenneth Goward, Bill
Barton and Mark Hurn met up at the Cambridge Observatory
to sort out the sets which were packed into dozens of cardboard boxes.
We found we did not have a complete set exactly. We are
missing the first nine issues including the first issue of February 9th 1827, back then it was the ‘Monthly Notices of the Astronomical Society of London’. We are also missing other odd
issues including all of volumes 122-128. There is also a few
years of duplication (volumes 130-149). However, it still
makes an impressive resource for a young Society.
At the moment, the set is being stored by the Institute of Astronomy in Cambridge. However, this is only a temporary arrangement and we would like to find a permanent home for the
set. Ideally, a local astronomical society or astronomy centre,
with a bit of space. (A willingness to allow SHA members
access will be crucial). If you can suggest a possible home for
this collection, please contact me.
Mark Hurn, SHA Archivist

Birks, JL

John Flamsteed: the first John Birks
Astronomer Royal

Chapman, A Dividing the circle
Chapman, A The Victorian
astronomer

Allan Chapman
amateur Purchased

Forbes, EG

The correspondence of Purchased
John Flamsteed volume 1

King, HC

The history of the tele- Purchased
scope

Riddle, J

A treatise on navigation Jim Hysom
and nautical astronomy

Sellers, D

The Transit of Venus

David Sellers

We have also now had the copy of ‘Urania’ and ‘Copernicus’,
donated by Kevin Dodgson, re-bound.
LOANS PROCEDURE: AMENDMENT
For some reason I have yet to fathom, my postal charges listed
in the old catalogue are not correct – it must be something to
do with my kitchen scales! Could I please ask you therefore to
email or ring for a price when making a request and I will take
the item to the Post Office to be weighed before I send it.
Postal charges are going up in April anyway. Sorry for the
confusion.
NEW PURCHASES
If any members have suggestions of books that the Society
should purchase for the library please send these to the Librarian.
Madeline Cox, SHA Librarian

Mr Philip Arthur James Barnard of Wolverhampton.
Dr David E Cartwright FRAS of Petersfield, Hampshire.
The Society for the History of Astronomy extends a very warm Mr James Howard W Davidson of Bolton.
welcome to the below mentioned, who have been elected to our Mr John William Harris FRAS of Northleach, Gloucestershire.
Mr Kevin Liam Johnson FRAS of Reading.
membership since 2003, 1st January.
Mr Greg Smye-Rumsby of Bromley, Kent.
Mr Charles Edward Barclay of Marlborough, Wiltshire.
Miss Louise Thorn of Shepperton, Middlesex.

NEW MEMBERS
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SHA LIBRARY - APRIL 2003
AUTHOR

TITLE

DATE

Aaboe, Asger

Episodes from the early history of astronomy

2001

300 gm

Abetti, G

The Sun. Translated by JB Sidgwick

1957

800 gm

Aiton, EJ

The vortex theory of planetary motions

1972

700 gm

Ball, Sir Robert

In the high heavens

1893

Ball, Sir Robert

The story of the Heavens

2nd ed. 1891

Ball, Sir Robert

The story of the Heavens

3rd ed1901

Ball, Sir Robert

The story of the Heavens

4th ed. 1911

1.2 kg

Beer, Arthur

Vistas in astronomy, 7

1966

650 gm

Bennett, JA/ Whipple… Catalogue 3 : Astronomy & Navigation

NOTES

WEIGHT

800 gm
NOT FOR LOAN

1.2 kg
1.25 kg

1983

Whipple Museum of the History of Science
Berry, Arthur

A short history of astronomy from

1898. 1961

earliest times through the nineteenth ce.
Bianchini F

Observations concerning the planet Venus

Birks, John L

John Flamsteed: The first Astronomer Royal

Buttman, Gunther

550gm

Dover reprint
1728/1996

Trans by S. Beaumont
& P.Fay
Signed copy

at Greenwich

1999

The Shadow of the Telescope: a biography of

1970

600 gm

1979

700

John Herschel
Capp, Bernard

Astrology and the popular press: English
almanacs 1500-1800

Chapman, Allan

Gods in the sky

Chapman, Allan

Dividing the Circle

Chapman, Allan

The Victorian Amateur Astronomer

Clerke, Agnes M

A popular history of astronomy during

2001
Signed copy
1998
4th ed. 1908

800 gm

the nineteenth century
Copernicus, N

On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres

1995

Cotter, C

A history of nautical astronomy

1968

400 gm

Coyne, GV (ed)

Gregorian reform of the calendar; conference proceedings..

1983

Crowe, Michael J

The extraterrestrial life debate 1750-1900

1999

750 gm

Dick Steven J

The biological universe: The twentieth-

1996

800 gm

NOT FOR LOAN

700 gm

century extraterrestrial life debate
Drayson,Lieut-Col

Cause of the supposed motion of the

1874

NOT FOR LOAN

700 gm

fixed stars: a sequel to The Glacial Epoch
Dreyer, JLE et al

History of the Royal Astronomical Society

1923

750 gm

Evans, David S

Herschel at the Cape:diaries and corres-

1969

925
400 gm

pondence of Sir John Herschel, 1834-1838
Fison, Alfred H

Recent advances in astronomy

1898

Forbes EG (Editor)

The correspondence of John Flamsteeed. Volume 1

1995

Glass, I S

Victorian telescope makers - the Lives and

1997

650 gm

1994

550 gm

Letters of Thomas Howard Grubb
Harrison, H. M.

Voyager in time and space: the life of John
Couch Adams

Howse, D

Greenwich time and the discovery of longitude

1980

Jeans, Sir James

The mysterious universe

1931

225 gm

Jeans, Sir James

The mysterious universe

1930

225 gm

Jones, Bessie Z.

Lighthouse of the skies: a history of the

1965

825 gm

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Kepler,Johannes

Epitome of Copernican astronomy

1995

300 gm

Kiepenheuer,K

The Sun

1959

350 gm

1991

150 gm
600 gm

Kilburn, K.J.& Cross, A.. The Manchester Astronomical Society:
a History
King. H C

The history of the telescope

1955

Koestler, Arthur

The sleepwalkers: a history of man's changing vision of..

1959

Kollerstrom, N.

Galileo's Astrology

2001

26 gm

Kollerstrom, N.

Newton's forgotten lunar theory

2000

575 gm
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Koyre, Alexandre

The astronomical revolution: Copernicus,

1973, trans.

850 gm

1957[68 rep.]

350 gm

1965

575 gm

Kepler, Borelli
Koyre, Alexandre

From the closed world to the infinite
universe

Koyre, Alexandre

Newtonian studies

Lang, KR & Gingerich.O A source book in astronomy and astrophysics 1900-1975

1979

Lovell, B & J

Discovering the universe

1963

600 gm

Lovell, B

Out of the zenith: Jodrell Bank 1957-70

1973

775 gm

McRea, W H

The Royal Greenwich Observatory

1975

Miner & Wessen

Neptune - The planet, rings and satellites

2002

Moore, Patrick,Sir

The planet Neptune: an historical survey..

1996. 2nd ed

signed copy

500 gm

Nasmyth,James &

The moon considered as a planet, a

4th ed.1903

NOT FOR LOAN

800 gm

Carpenter,James

world, and a satellite

Neugebauer,O

The exact sciences in antiquity

2nd ed 1969

325 gm

Newcomb, S

The stars: a study of the universe

1901

950 gm

North, John

The Fontana history of astronomy

1994

675 gm

Pecker, J-C.

Understanding the Heavens

2001

1.125 kg

Plato

Timaeus & Critias

1977

150 gm

Proctor, Mary

Everyman's astronomy

Proctor, Richard

The moon: her motions, aspect, scenery,

700 gm

1939
2nd ed.1902

700 gm
NOT FOR LOAN

600 gm

physical condition
Quill, H

John Harrison: the man who found longitude

Riddle , John

A treatise on navigation and nautical astronomy

1966

Ross,H & Plug,C

The mystery of the moon illusion

2002

300 gm

Royal Observatory,

A Heavenly Library: treasures from the

1994

350 gm

Edinburgh

Royal Observatory’s Crawford Collection

Sellers, David

The Transit of Venus

1998

Shapley, Harlow

Of stars and men: the human response

1958

350 gm
1.25kg

9th ed 1871

Signed copy

400 gm

to an expanding universe
Sharman, Helen

Seize the moment: the autobiography of H.S.

1993

Smith, R

The expanding universe: astronomy's "Great Debate"..

1982

Staal, JDW

The new patterns in the sky: myths and

1988

525 gm

legends of the stars
Steel, Duncan

Eclipse

1999

Taton,R & Wilson, C

Planetary astronomy from the Renaissance to the rise of

1989

Signed copy

astrophysics. Part A: Tycho Brahe to Newton
Taylor, EGR

The haven-finding art: a history of navig..

1965

NOT FOR LOAN

650 gm

Thom, A

Megalithic lunar sites

1971

NOT FOR LOAN

625 gm

Thom, A

Megalithic sites in Britain

1974

NOT FOR LOAN

450 gm

Tosh,John

The pursuit of history. 3rd ed.

1999

Urania & Copernicus

International Journal of Astronomy

Signed copy

NOT FOR

Wort,R.

Stonehenge and its future

Wort, R.

Stonehenge and its future Part 2.

Young, CA

The Sun

3 vols. 1881-4

400 gm
75 gm

1993
3rd ed1888

75 gm
NOT FOR LOAN

525 gm

Astronomy & Geophys- Volumes 38- 1997ics
Before requesting material from the Library, please read the following notes
carefully.
1. First, check that we have the item you want. An up-to-date list of stock held
will be supplied on request, and will in any case be available on our website
at: http://www.shastro.org.uk or in the Newsletter. Additional bibliographical
details can be supplied if required..
We are unable to supply material from elsewhere, but advice can be given if
required on how to access interlibrary loans from your local public library, for
example, or from the British Library.
2. Requests may be made by post only, as pre-payment will be required, and
should be on the official form provided.
3. Members shall be responsible for all SHA material in their possession, and
will be expected to pay for any damage or losses incurred.
4. Fines will not be charged for overdue items, but members are requested to
adhere to return dates. Loans may be extended if the item is not required by
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another reader. The service may be withdrawn from any member who persistently disregards return dates.
5. Items may be borrowed for one calendar month. The return date will be
clearly stamped inside the item.
6. Loans will be restricted to members in the UK and Ireland, due to the costs
involved in recovering lost items.
7. Please make sure you pack all items securely and supply the correct postage. Postage will be second class recorded delivery, except for heavy items
which may be sent 1st class only, to comply with Royal Mail rules.
8. No items will be sent unless payment (in stamps) has been received beforehand. The required amount will be indicated next to each item in the stock list.
This cost will reflect current postal charges.
9. The service may be withdrawn from any member who persistently breaks
the rules.
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The Antiquarian Astronomer – Call For
Papers
The Antiquarian Astronomer will be the title of the annual SHA
journal, and we are aiming to publish the first issue before the
end of the year. To be able to produce the journal in such a
short time, we will need papers or articles to be submitted earlier than you may think, in fact before the end of July.
It would help the editorial team if you could send a summary of
your proposed paper to the editor as soon as possible, indicating
the title, subject, and expected length.
We are looking not just for papers presenting the final results of
extensive research, but also for reports of work in progress. We
would be interested to see any interesting photographs or illustrations not previously published – please send with either supporting research or just a brief description These photographs
could spark an interest or ‘ring a bell’ with some other researcher.
If you have no experience of writing a paper, do not despair.
The editorial team and council are here to help you. In the near
future Instructions and Guidelines for Authors will be available
on the website. These will provide you with information about
how to submit a paper and how to organise the work.
We hope the first issue of The Antiquarian Astronomer will be
groundbreaking, providing the Society’s members with a
chance to be published. Please ensure your place in history by
sending your paper by the 31 July 2003.
The editorial team are: Callum Potter -Editor, John Woodruff Assistant Editor, Jerry Grover - Papers Secretary, Stuart Williams - Pictures Editor, Madeline Cox - Book Review Editor
Initial proposals for papers/articles should be sent preferably by
email to the Journal Editor, Callum Potter, journal@shastro.
org.uk or by post to The Cottage, Bredon’s Hardwick, Tewkesbury, Glos. GL20 7EE.

SHA Councillor Resigns - Council
Seeks Replacement
Kevin J. Kilburn, FRAS, SHA Councillor and Founder Member, has resigned his position as General Councillor with Special Responsibility for the Regions, reports Stuart Williams,
Secretary.
Kevin cites personal and family circumstances as the reason
for his need to resign, and he has also resigned as Secretary of
Manchester Astronomical Society.
Stuart Williams said of Kevin and his work for the SHA:
"Kevin Kilburn's input in the formation and development of
the SHA so far has been of great help and he has provided a
very useful perspective on how we may develop in the regions.
His efforts in spreading the word to local and regional astronomical societies and individuals have been essential to raising
our profile on a local basis and in putting the SHA into context
within the astronomical community. Not least, on a personal
note, I have greatly enjoyed our discussions at meetings and
online!"
Good news is that Kevin Kilburn intends to remain a member
of the SHA, and it is hoped that he will be able to contribute to
the work of the SHA as such in due course. We wish him well
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for the future and look forward to continuing to see him at
SHA events.
Council would like to reassure SHA members that we will retain our strong commitment to all regions, and hopes to appoint a new General Councillor to cover Kevin's former responsibilities, as provided for in the Constitution, in the near
future. The appointment will be until the next AGM in 2004,
in advance of which an election will be held to fill the vacant
office for the remainder of the term.
Anyone interested in taking up such an appointment is invited
to contact Stuart Williams, Secretary of the SHA, by post as
soon as possible, outlining their experience and reasons for
applying for the position.
Stuart Williams, FRAS, Secretary
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